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Abst rac t - -Cons ider  the oscillatory equation 
( lu'(t) l~-lu'(t))  ' + q(t) lu(t) l~-lu(t)  = o (.) 
where q(t) : [a, ~)  --* N is locally integrable for some a > 0. We prove some results on the distance 
between consecutive zeros of a solution of (*). We apply also the results to the following equations: 
(r(t) lu'(t)ba-lu'(t)) ' + q(t) lu(t)[~-lu(t) = 0 
and 
N 
~_, Di (IDul~-2Diu) + c(Ixl)lup-2u = o, x e a~, 
/=1  
where 
(i) r e C([0, c~), (0, e~)) and fa ~ r(t) -1/~ = co; 
(ii) Di = ~ D = (DI , . .  DN); fta = {x C NN : ix I > a} is an exterior domain, and 
Ox i ~ . , 
C C C([a, ~) ,  [0, oc)); 
(iii) c~>0;n> landN_>2.  
Keywords - -Ha l f - l inear  differential equation, Distance between consecutive zeros. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following three second order differential equations: 
( lu ' ( t ) l~- lu ' ( t ) )  ' + q ( t ) lu ( t ) l~- lu ( t )  = O, 
( r ( t ) lu ' ( t ) ]~- lu ' ( t ) )  ' + q ( t ) lu ( t ) l~- lu ( t )  = O, 
N 
D~ ( IDu[n -2Diu)  + ¢([xl)]uln-2u = 0, x e a~, 
i= l  
(E) 
(El) 
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where 
(a) q(t) : [a, co) --* ~ is locally integrable for some a _> 0; 
(b) r e C([0, co), (0, co)) and f F  r(t) - l /a ---- co; 
(C) Di -  o 
- KS:x,, D --- (D1,. . . ,DN);  f~a = {x E ~N : IX I > a} is an exterior domain, and 
c e C([a, co), [0, co)); 
(d) a >O; n> l andN> 2. 
In [1], Elbert established the existence and uniqueness of solutions to the initial value problem 
for equation (E) on [a, co). Note that any constant multiple of a solution of (E) is also a solution 
of (E). A nontrivial solution is called oscillatory if it has arbitrarily large zeros; otherwise it is 
said to be nonoscillatory. The equation (E) is nonoscillatory (respectively, oscillatory) if all of 
its solutions are nonoscillatory (respectively, oscillatory). 
Surprisingly, some similar properties between equation (E) and the linear equation 
(p(t)y')' + q(t)y = O, t >_ 0 (Eo) 
have been observed by Elbert [1,2], Mirzov [3-5], Kusano and Naito [6], Kusano and Yoshida [71, 
Kusano et al. [8], Li and Yeh [9]. For example, Sturmian theory for (E0) has been extended 
in a natural way to (E) by Elbert [1], Li and Yeh [9]. They showed that the zeros of two 
linearly independent solutions of (E) separate ach other. If a = 1 and r(t) = 1, then Yah [10] 
gave some results concerning the distance between consecutive zeros for an oscillatory solution 
of equation (E). For the other results, we refer to Butler and Rao [11], Everit, Giertz and 
Weidmann [12], Patula [13]. 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the results of Yan [10] to the equation (E) by using 
Liapunov's inequality, which is due to Elbert [1], Li and Yeh [9]. We also apply our results to 
equations (El) and (E2) by means of a transformation due to Kusano and Yoshida [7]. 
2. D ISTANCE OF  ZEROS OF  AN 
OSCILLATORY SOLUTION OF  (E)  
In order to discuss our main results, we need the following Liapunov's inequality which is due 
to Elbert [1], Li and Yeh [9]. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that u(t) is a solution of (E) having consecutive zeros at t = a and t = b. 
Then 
b 
2 a+l < (b -a )~ q+(t)dt, 
where q+(t) = max{q(t), 0}. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that 
l imsup6 ~ q+(s)ds < 2 a+l (1) 
t ---~OO J~: 
for all 5 > O. f lu(t)  is an oscillatory solution of ( E), then the distance between consecutive zeros 
of u(t) must become infinity as t --* co. 
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that (E) has a solution u(t) with its sequence of zeros {t,~}n~__l 
t oo which has a subsequence { nk}k=l such that 0 < tn~+l - tn~ _< 5 < co for some 5 and for all k. 
Then Lemma 1 implies that 
2a+l 2a+l 
t,,~., q+(s)ds > > - -  
~t,,~ (t,,~÷~ - tn~) ~ -- 5~ 
>0 
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for any k. Thus we have that 
for all k. Therefore, 
~ [ tnk-b~ [tnk+l 2~+1 
q+(s)ds > 6 ~ q+(s)ds > 
6 JSnk -- J tnk  
i 
t+5 
l imsup6 ~ q+(s)ds >_ 2 ~+1, 
t -4 00 J t 
which contradicts (1), and we complete the proof. 
The following lemma is due to Yan [10]. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that the nonnegatire function f (t)  is locally integrable on [a, co). I f  there is 
a 60 > 0 such that 
t+5o 
lim f (s)  ds = 0, (2) 
t--*cx~ j t 
then for any ~ > O, 
i 
t+6 
lira f (s)  ds = O. (3) 
t--*Oo J t 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that 0 < p < 0% and for a constant 60 > O, 
ft+~o 
tli_,m J t (q+(s)) p ds=O.  (4) 
f lu( t )  is an oscillatory solution of (E), then the distance between consecutive zeros of u(t) must 
become infinite as t --* oo. 
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that (E) has a solution u(t) with its sequence of zeros {tn}n~=l 
t cc which has a subsequence { -~}k=l such that 0 < t,k+ ~ - tn~ _< 6 < co for some ~ and for all k. 
Now, we distinguish two cases. 
CASE 1. p > 1. By Lemma 1 and the HSlder inequality, 
c~ f t "k+x 
2 a+l < (tn~+l --tnk) ] q+(s) ds 
J t,, k 
< (tn~+l tn~) c~+(1/q) - [q+(s ) ]  ds 
~ J tn  k 
where ( l /p) + ( l /q) = 1, which contradicts (4). 
CASE 2. 0<p<l .  Let 
El(t)  = {s: q+(s) <_ 1, s e (t,t + 6o)}, 
E2(t) = {s : q+(s) > 1,s e (t,t +6o)},  
and for any Lebesgue measurable set E, mE be its Lebesgue measure. Thus 
q+(s) ds = q+(s) ds + q+(s)ds. 
J t  i 2 
(5) 
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Then (4) implies that lira mE2(t)  = O. Using this fact, we know that for any e > 0, there exists 
t ---*OO 
T1 > a such that for all t > T1, 
2 q+(s) ds < 5" (6) 
On the other hand, it follows from (4) that there exists T2 > a such that 
E ft+5o q+(s) ds < (q+(~))P d~ < ~ (7) 
1 J t  
for all t > 2"2. Thus, by (5), (6) and (7), we obtain that 
f 
t+5o 
0 < q+(s) ds < e 
Jt  
for every t _> T = max(T1,7"2). Then, by Lemma 3, we get 
[ tt+~ 1 tliInc~ [~a~ q+es) ds=0 
for any ~ > 0. Using Theorem 2, we know that if u(t) is an oscillatory solution of (E), then the 
distance between consecutive zeros of u(t) must become infinite as t ~ ec. 
P, XAMPLE 5. Consider the following Euler equation: 
~(t )  = o. (8) + 
It follows from limt--.c~ f[+e°(1/s2)ds = 0 and Theorem 4 that if u(t) is an oscillatory solution 
of (8), then the distance between consecutive zeros of u(t) must become infinite as t ~ oc. 
3. D ISTANCE OF  ZEROS OF  AN 
OSCILLATORY SOLUTION OF  (E l )  
According to Kusano and Yoshida [7], we define the function R(t)  by 
R(t) = r(t) -1/~ dt, t >_ a. (9) 
Then the change of variables (t, u) --* (V, U) given by ~- = R(t), U(~-) = u(t) transforms (El) into 
( ) ~f a-1  (~ -F- Q(~) IU I~- tU  = o, ~ >_ o (lO) 
where Q(~-) = r l /a(t)q(t) ,  • = d .  
Since (10) is of the form (E), it follows from the results of Section 2 that the following corre- 
sponding oscillatory criteria for (El) hold. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that 
f t+5 (rl/c~(s)q(s)) + ds < 2 c~+l l imsup5 ~ (11) 
t---+oc !Jr ? ' l /a  ( 8 ) 
for a11 5 > O. I f  u(t) is an oscillatory solution of (El) ,  then the distance between consecutive 
zeros of u(t) must  become infinite as t ~ oz. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that 0 < p < ec, and for a constant G0 > 0, 
ft-]-fio { [ ( r l / °~(8)q(8) ) ]+} p 
tli_~mJ t r , /~(s  ) ds=O.  (12) 
I f  u(t) is an oscillatory solution of (El), then the distance between consecutive zeros of u(t) must  
become infinite as t ---* oo. 
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4. D ISTANCE OF  ZEROS OF  AN 
OSCILLATORY SOLUTION OF  (E2) 
We finally consider degenerate elliptic partial differential equation (E2). We are interested in 
radial solutions of (E2), that is, those solutions which depend only on Ixl. It is easy to verify that 
a function u = y(Ixl) is a solution of (E2) in ~a if and only if y(t) is a solution of the ordinary 
differential equation 
(tN-1Iy'l~-2y')'+ tN-le(t)lyln-% = 0, t > a. (E3) 
This equation is a special case of (El) in which a = n -  1, r(t) = t g -1  and q(t) = tg - l c ( t ) .  Note 
that condition (b) holds for (E3) if and only if n _> N, in which case the function R(t)  defined 
by (9) can be taken to be 
R(t)  - n z1- - t (n -N) / (n -1)  i fn>N;  R(t)  = logt  if n = N. 
n -N  
Applying the results of the preceding section to (E3), we obtain the following two results. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose  that  
f t+6 (8( (N-1)n/n- lc (8) )  + ds < 2 n 
lira sup ~ (13) 8N-1 /n -1  t ---* oo J t 
for all ~ > O. I f  u( t ) is an oscil latory radial solution of (E2), then the distance between consecutive 
zeros of  u(t) must  become infinite as t --* oo. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose that 0 < p < oc, and for a constant 6o > O, 
ft-b50 [ (s (N-1)n/n- lc (s) ) -k]  p 
= o. (14) 
I f  u(t) is an oscil latory radial solution of (E2), then the distance between consecutive zeros of 
u(t) must  become infinite as t --* c~. 
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